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Abstract 
This paper presents a method and computer programs for computing the normal forms of ordinary differential equations 
whose Jacobian matrix evaluated at an equilibrium involves semi-simple eigenvalues. The method can be used to deal 
with systems which are not necessarily described on a center manifold. An iterative procedure is developed for finding 
the closed-form expressions of the normal forms and associated nonlinear transformations. Computer programs using 
a symbolic computer language Maple are developed to facilitate the application of the method. The programs can be 
conveniently executed on a main frame, a workstation or a PC machine without any interaction. A number of examples 
are presented to demonstrate the applicability of the method and the computation efficiency of the Maple programs. 
@ 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
AMS classification: 34C20; 58F36; 34A34 
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1. Introduction 
The theory of normal forms has played an important role in the study of dynamic behavior of 
nonlinear systems near equilibria because it greatly simplifies the analysis and formulations. The 
method of normal forms has been extensively discussed and references can be found, for example, 
in [ 1, 5-71. The normal form theory is usually applied together with center manifold theory. With 
the conventional approach, first a series of successive nonlinear transformations are used to find a 
locally invariant small-dimensional manifold called center manifold which can exhibit bifurcation 
and other dynamic behavior of the original system near an equilibrium. Then additional nonlinear 
transformations are employed to transform the center manifold to a new system in a simpler form 
called a normal form. In general, to obtain a “form” of a normal form, a homogeneous polynomial 
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vector field of degree k is found first and then the original vector field is decomposed into two 
parts, of which the so-called non-resonant terms are eliminated and the remaining resonant terms 
form a normal form. This simple form can be used conveniently for analyzing the dynamic behavior 
of the original system in the vicinity of an equilibrium. 
However, it is not a simple task to find a normal form for a given system of differential equations. 
In particular, it is difficult to derive the explicit formulas of a normal form in terms of the coefficients 
of the original nonlinear system. Therefore, the crucial part in computing normal forms is the 
computation efficiency in finding the coefficients of the normal forms and associated nonlinear 
transformations. Furthermore, algebraic manipulations become very involved as the order of normal 
forms increases. Thus, symbolic computations using symbolic computer languages such as Maple, 
Mathematics and Macsyma have been introduced to computing normal forms. For example, Chen 
and Zhang [3] have coded a symbolic computer program for computing the explicit coefficients of 
the normal form of Hopf bifurcation. Rand and Keith [g] developed a simple and elegant program 
to compute the coefficients of a normal form. However, they do not compute the “form” of the 
form, but assume that the “form” of the normal form is already known. Later, Chow et al. [4] 
developed computer programs to improve the method of Rand and Keith. They compute not only 
the coefficients of a normal form, but also the “form” of the normal form. They first calculate the 
“form” of a fixed matrix A and then compute the normal form of the original differential equations. 
Their method is, as usual, applicable only to systems described on a center manifold and it first needs 
to find the normal form of the linear operator A . Moreover, their method requires for computing 
inverse matrices, which might be very time consuming especially when the dimension of the system 
or the order of the normal form is high. 
In this paper, efficient symbolic computation programs are developed for computing explicit nor- 
mal forms and associated nonlinear transformations based on the coefficients of the original differ- 
ential equations. The approach used in this paper combines the center manifold theory and normal 
form theory into one step to simultaneously obtain the closed-form expressions. It does not require 
for calculating large dimension inverse matrices and therefore, greatly reduces computation time. In 
fact, although the method deals with a full-dimensional system (including both center manifold and 
noncenter manifold), the dimension of the matrix system generated from the iterative procedure is 
the same as that of the center manifold for any high-order normal forms. It has been shown that 
the approach is very computational efficient and fast, and therefore, is particularly useful for the 
computation of high-dimensional systems and high-order normal forms [2]. 
The methodology is described in the next section. Section 3 outlines the symbolic computer 
programs, and a number of examples are presented in Section 4. Conclusions are drawn in the last 
section. 
2. Methodology 
Consider a set of nonlinear ordinary differential equations, described by 
i==Ax+F(x), XER”, F(x):R”+Rn, (1) 
where A is an IZ x II matrix and Ax represents the linear part of system (1). It is assumed that the 
nonlinear function F is analytic, satisfying fi = 0 and aI$/ax, = 0 at the origin x = 0, V’i, j = 1,2, . . . , n 
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where 4 and xi are components of F and x, respectively. Eq. (1) can be transformed into 
j =JY +f(y) 
under the linear transformation 
(2) 
x=Ty, (3) 
such that J is now in Jordan canonical form. The main attention of this paper focuses on the study 
of semi-simple cases. By letting the eigenvalues of A with zero real parts be I,, AZ,. . . , A.,,, and 
those with nonzero real parts be &,+, , Ano+, , . . . , II,,, one can write J = T-‘AT = diag(JO, J,), where 
Jo = diag(A,, &, . . . , A,,) corresponding to the eigenvalues of J with zero real parts, J, = diag( ;Ino+, , 
;1 no+2,. . . , A,,) corresponding to the eigenvalues of J with nonzero real parts. Further, let y = (w, u)~, 
where w and u are variables associated with the eigenvalues of J with zero real parts and nonzero 
real parts, respectively. Then, Eq. (2) can be rewritten as 
ti = Jaw +fi(w, u) 
ir = J,u +f2(w, u). 
With the aid of the center manifold theory, one may define u in the form 
(4) 
u= V(w), V(O)=O, y=o (i=1,2 )...) no; j=nl)+ l)...) n), 
I 
satisfying 
Gv v(w)[Jow +.f,(w, v(w))1 = JI v(w) +fz(w, v(w)). (6) 
Once V(w) is found from the above equation, the center manifold may be described as 
ti= Jow +f,(w, V(w)>. (7) 
Furthermore, Eq. (7) can be transformed into a set of simpler differential equations - the normal 
form 
ri=Jou+ C(u) (8) 
by using a series of successive nonlinear transformations 
w=u+c H+(U)=U+ W(U), 
k22 
(9) 
where W”(u) represents a kth-order homogeneous polynomial of U. Now substituting (9) into (7) 
results in 
(I + D,W)ri =J,,(u + W) +fi(u + W(u), v(u + w(u))). 
A conventional approach for solving Eq. (10) is to use the Taylor expansion 
[I+D,w]-‘=I-D”w+(D,w)2-((D,w)3+... 
(10) 
(11) 
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and substitute it into (10) to obtain 
Ii = [I + D, WI-‘[Jo(U + W> +f,(rc + W(u), V(U + W(u)))] 
= [I - D,W + (0” W)’ - (DUW>3 + * * .][Jou + JOW +fi(u + W(u), V(u + W(u)))]. (12) 
The difficulties involved in the above procedure are not only that one has to handle a large amount 
of algebraic manipulations, but also that one does not know how to choose the number of terms 
given in (11) for a given order of normal forms. In order to overcome the difficulties due to the 
computation of the inverse of (I +D, FV) an alternative approach may be used. This can be achieved 
as follows: first substituting (8) into ( 10) yields 
(I + D” W(u)) [Jou + C(u)1 =Jo(u + W(u)> +_t+ + W(u>, V(u + W(u>)) (13) 
which can be rearranged as 
D, W(U)JlJU - Jo W(u) =f,(u + W(u), V(u + W(u)>) - D, W(U)C(U) - C(U). (14) 
Next, to find the expression of the center manifold, one may substitute (9) into (6) to obtain 
Qv WWo(u + W(u)) +fi(u + W(u), V(u + Wu)))) 
=J, V(u + W(u)> +f*(u + W(u), V(u + W(u))). (15) 
Now, rewrite (14) as 
JoW(u) +f,(u + ~(U))=~,W(~)Jo~ +&W(u) C(u) + C(u), 
and then substitute the above equation into ( 15) to give 
& V(W)@ + D, W(u))(Jou + C(u)) 
(16) 
=J, V(u + W(U)> +&[u + W(U), V(u + W(u))] (17) 
which can be rewritten as 
D, V(u + W(u))Jou - J, V(u + w(u)) 
=ji [u + W(u), V(u + W’(u))1 - D, v(u + W(u)> C(u). 
Finally, combining (18) with (14) yields 
where v(u) = V(u + W(u)), Let 
(18) 
(19) 
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then (19) can be written in a compact form 
D,H(u)J($4 - JH(u) =f(u) - L&H(u) C(U) - C(U). (21) 
Eq. (2 1) is all what we need for computing the normal forms and nonlinear transformations of 
system ( 1). If one can find the expressions of H(u) and C(u) from Eq. (21), one then have 
obtained the normal forms and associated nonlinear transformations. In general, however, the closed- 
form solutions of Eq. (21) cannot be found. Thus, approximate solutions may be assumed in the 
form of 
H(u) = c 
ma2 
H”(u) = c 
ma2 
H m,m2...m”oU;1’U? . . . 
m 
and 
C(u) = x C”W = c c cm,m*...m”,4’~~’ . . 
ma2 ma2 i ml +mz+~~~+m,, = m 
Further, suppose that S(U) - &H(u)C(u) is given in the form 
1 (22) 
*no . t&Q 1 . (23) 
f(u) - = - = c 
ma,2 ( c ml+m*+...+m,,= L,m,...m,, .rn zquy . . . 
then it can be shown that fm(u) depends upon H”‘(u) and C”‘(u) for m’ <m only. Therefore, once 
H”‘(u) and C”‘(u) (m’ cm) are determined, the expression offm(u) is then definitely defined. The 
main results obtained using the procedure discussed above are summarized below. 
If the eigenvalues of A with zero real parts are all semi-simple, then Eq. (21) can be written 
in the form 
(101 - JWm,m, . ..m.,, =L,m,...m,, - ~m,m:...mno, (25) 
where ~m,m2...m., = (G,m2...m,,0)Ta~~ 20 = ml& +m212 +. . . +mnoAo, no is the number of eigenvalues 
with zero real parts. 
This can be shown as follows. First note that when the eigenvalues of A with zero real parts are 
all semi-simple, then JO can be put in the form 
Jo=diag(1,,A2 ,..., An,). (26) 
Thus, for a fixed integer m, the expression of D,,H(u)Jou can be written as 
D, c H m,m~...m,p;Z’~:~ . ..$” (Jou) 
ml+...+mno=m ) 
= 
c DuHm,m~...m,$'u~ ..- u?’ (Jo u> 
m,+...+m,, =m 
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= c AoH,,,,,,...,,~ u:‘u;* . ’ . u::. (27) 
rn,+...+rnf10 =m 
Finally, substituting Eq. (27) into (21) and comparing the coefficients of the components ~7’ 
uy . . . u;; in the resulting equation yields Eq. (25), and this completes the proof. 
It is noted that the solution of Eq. (25) is related to the singularity of the matrix 
A()=&1 -J (28) 
So, according to the normal form theory, C,,,,...moO must be in the complementary space of range A,,. 
If we can find all the coefficients Hm,mz...mnO a d Cm,,,..,,no which satisfy Eq. (25), then we have 
solved the problem. To achieve this, we need to treat the nonresonant and resonant terms separately. 
(1) 
(2) 
Nonresonant terms. In this case, it can be shown that &A,) # 0 (the notation &A,,)-denotes 
the eigenvalues of AO) implying that A0 is nonsingular. Therefore, H,,,,,,...,no can always be 
determined for a given C,,,,,,.,,,nO. In order to obtain a normal form for this particular order as 
simple as possible, one may choose C,,,,...,mO =O, and thus, 
Cm,mz...m,O = 0, 
K,,m,...m,, =A,‘f”,,mZ...,“O. (29) 
Resonant terms. For this case, 1(A,) = 0, which implies that A0 is singular, and thus, H,,,,,,.,~,no 
cannot be uniquely determined from Eq. (25) for a given Cm,m2_.mn0. The procedure of finding 
the coefficients of Hm,,2. m”O and Cm,, *... “, ~o for this case is as follows. Suppose that the number 
of zero eigenvalues of A0 is s, then the eigenvalues of A0 can be expressed as (0, 0, . . . ,O, 
Iz,+1,3Ls+2,...& and thus the matrix A0 can be written as 
Ao=diag(O, O,...,O,k+l, &+2,...,&). (30) 
Further, define the complementary linear operator of A0 as A*, given by 
A*=diag(l, l,..., l,O,O ,..., 0), (31) 
where the number of l’s is s and the number of O’s is n - s. Consequently, k= A0 + A* is 
nonsingular, and Eq. (25) becomes 
(A - A*)H,,,2...m., =f?m,mJ...m., - C,,,,...,.O> (32) 
where A - A* = A0 is singular. In order to uniquely determine H,,,,,,...,no and Cm,,,,2...mn0 from 
Eq. (32), the following procedure is developed. First, introduce a variable fi,,,,,..,n, in the 
auxiliary equation 
JK,,,.. ‘m,o =L,,, .m”, (33) 
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from which fi,, ,,,?. .mno can be uniquely determined as 
because 2 is nonsingular. Next, choose 
(34) 
(35) 
which indicates that the no-dimensional vector C,, mz . ,,,,, , having at most s nonzero components, 
yields a simple form in this order. Finally, H,,,,...,,,O can be determined from the equation 
%,,2...m ,,,, =A=‘(&IIII...n)ng - &,:..+,). (36) 
It is easy to show that the uniquely determined coefficients C,~,n12...n2,0, given by Eq. (35), and 
Hnl,.,,...m,,,,, described by Eq. (36), satisfy Eq. (32). 
We summarize the above results below: 
For a jixed m, the coeficients, C,,,,,,...,,+,, of the normal form and the corresponding coejicients, 
Ht?,l?l?...~,,, of the nonlinear transformation are determined from the following formulas. 
(i) If A0 is nonsingular, then 
Gw?zz...m ,,,, = 0, 
Hn,,:vz,,, =A,‘.fm,,l...,c,o. 
(ii) If A0 is singular, then 
where A= A0 + A*. 
(iii) In order to find the explicit expression of the center mamfold, let H,,,,m,...m,, = (H$)m2...,,,+ 
HIk:L..lll,,O K where the superscripts (1) and (2) denote the parts of H,,,,,,...,+, corresponding 
to Jo and J, of J, respectively. Then combining Eqs. (5), (19) and (21) yields the center 
mantfold, described by 
m,+m2+~~~+m”, = 
3. Outline of symbolic computer programs 
mno 
Uq . 1 
All the formals presented in the previous section are given explicitly in terms of the coefficients 
of the original differential equations, and thus can be easily implemented on a symbolic compu- 
tation system. The symbolic manipulation language Maple has been used to code these explicit 
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formulas. The symbolic computer programs including the source code and the input file are listed 
in Appendices A and B. In this section, we shall outline the computer programs. 
3.1. Create the input jile 
(a) Set the variables: 
ml - the number of the zero eigenvalues of the Jacobian. 
m2 - the number of pairs of pure imaginary eigenvalues of the Jacobian. 
m3 - the number of the nonzero real eigenvalues of the Jacobian. 
m4 - the number of pairs of complex conjugate eigenvalues of the Jacobian. 
norder - the order of normal forms to be computed. 
cc - the dimension of center manifold. 
(b) Create the vector field, i.e., the functions f;., i = 1,2,. . . , n; n=ml+2m2+m3+2m4 is the 
dimension of the system. 
3.2. Compute the normal form and nonlinear transformation 
(a) Read a prepared input file. 
(b) Transform the original system given in real coordinates (x1,x2,. . . ,x,)~ to a new system de- 
scribed in complex coordinates (vi, u2,. . . , u,,)~. 
(c) Compute the jth-order vector field, Gi. 
(d) Compute the jth-order normal form, q, and the jth-order nonlinear transformation, Tj. 
(i) Compute the coefficients of the jth-order normal form, C;,,j,,Jz,,,,,ji~) and the jth-order non- 
linear transformation, Hi2,j, ,j *,,,., jcc , where i, = 1,2, . . . , CC; i2 = 1,2, . . . , n. 
(ii> Use the co&%&m Cil,jl,jz ,._., j,, and liz,jl.js ,._., jcc to form the jth-order normal form, F,, and 
the jth-order nonlinear transformation, Tj. 
(e) When j cnorder, repeat step (d). 
(f) Transform the normal form and nonlinear transformation obtained in complex form back to real 
form. 
(g) Write the normal form and nonlinear transformation into the output files NF and NT, respec- 
tively. 
4. Examples 
In this section, several examples are presented to show the applicability of the method and the 
efficiency of the symbolic programs. The normal forms and corresponding nonlinear transformations 
are obtained by executing the Maple programs on a SGI Octane RlOOOO workstation. (One sample 
of computer output for Example 5 is shown in Appendix C.) All the results given below are up 
to 5th order. Since the recursive symbolic program is straightforward, using only simple algebraic 
manipulations, so the computation is very efficient. In fact, each example took CPU time of the SGI 
Octane RlOOOO workstation from only few seconds to 1 min to get the results. Moreover, all the 
results presented in this paper have been verified using the so-called “system verification” scheme 
described in [9]. 
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Example 1. The system is described by the following differential equations: 
x, = -x2 - (x3 -x1)2, 
i.2 =x1, 
x3 = -(x3 -xi)*. 
(37) 
This is a three-dimensional system having an equilibrium x1 =x2 =x3 = 0, and its Jacobian matrix 
evaluated at the equilibrium has a simple zero and a pair of pure imaginary eigenvalues, f i. Chow 
et al. have studied this system and given the normal form of this system in cylindrical coordinates 
up to 4th-order [4]. By executing our Maple program, we obtained the following normal form up 
to Sth-order in cylindrical coordinates: 
i = E! + $32 - yrz3, 
8 = 1 - $2 + $2 - 22&4 + $?+* _ Tz4, (38) 
2 = -+’ - 22 - x&4 + yz2 + 4z4; 
and the nonlinear transformation (up to Sth-order) is in the form 
xi=yi +~~(Y~,_Y~,Y~), i= 1,2,3 (39) 
which is not listed here for brevity, but its postscript file is available from the web site: http://pyul. 
apmaths.uwo.ca/~yu/pub/preprints (the file’s name is Nontr2.ps/Nontr2.dvi). The relation between 
the Cartesian coordinates (y,, y2,y3) and the cylindrical coordinates (Y, 0,~) is given by 
y1 =rcos8, y2=Ysin8, y3=z. (40) 
It is noted that the normal form (38) is identical to that given by Chow et al. [4] if the last three 
terms involved in the second equation of (38) are dropped, which are contributed from the Sth-order 
terms of the normal form. 
Example 2. This example is a five-dimensional system: 
X] =x2 +x: -x1x3, 
Xl = -x1 +x; +x,x4 +x;, 
x3 = -x3 + x;, (41) 
i4=-x4+x5+x;, 
is =-x4 -x5 +x;. 
The Jacobian matrix of this system evaluated at the equilibrium xk = 0, k = 1,2,. . . ,5 has the eigen- 
values f i, - 1 and - 1 f i, two of them have zero real parts, implying that the center manifold is 
two dimension. The computer output from the SGI Octane RlOOOO workstation gives the following 
normal form in polar coordinates up to Sth-order: 
. 33 14867 5 
r=g -my, 
b= 1 - $r’ + mr”. 
(42) 
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The nonlinear transformations are given in the form of 
x1 = Yl + fl(Yl,Yd 
x2 = Y2 + f2(Y,,Y2), (43) 
Xi=.h(YI,YZ), i=3,4,5, 
of which the first two equations give the nonlinear transformation between the coordinates (x1 ,x2) 
and (yt, y2), while the remaining three equations actually represent the projection of the original 
system to the two-dimensional center manifold. The detailed nonlinear transformation again can be 
found from http: JJpyul.apmaths. uwo.cal Byulpublpreprints (file name Nontr2.pslNontr2.dui). The 
transformation between the Cartesian coordinates (yl, ~2) and the polar coordinates (r, 0) is given by 
yl =rcosO, y2 = r sin 8. (44) 
Example 3. Consider the following system: 
jcl = -(x, - x2 - X4)2, 
&=x3-@, -X2+X5)2, 
i3=-x2-((x2-x3+x4)2, 
x4 = -x4 + (x, -x5)2, 
i5 = -x5 + &j + (x, - x4)2, 
i6=-x5-&j+(x2+x5)2 
(45) 
whose Jacobian matrix evaluated at the origin involves a simple zero and a pair of pure imaginary 
eigenvalues, f i. So, this example has the same center manifold as that of Example 1, but it includes 
noncritical eigenvalues. However, the formulas and programs given in this paper can still be used to 
obtain the normal form of the system in one step without using center manifold theory. Executing 
our Maple programs gives the following normal form up to Sth-order: 
y=-y”-; 2 r + 2y3 _ 2yr2 + 5y4 _ !!Lr” + yy’r’ _ !Ly’ + !!?$y3y2 _ Z!!Jyy4, 
I: = yr - $r3 + iy2r - $y3r + $yr’ - mr’ + zy4r + $$y2r3, (46) 
tj= 1 _ L!.$‘+ iy'+ $y'+ -Lyr2 _ L!$y"_ !!!Z$$y4 + !X&!y2r2, 
and the nonlinear transformation can be found in the postscript file Nontr2.ps/Nontr2.dvi. 
Example 4. The equations are described by 
k, =x2 +x; - x:x, +x:x,, 
jc2 = -X1 - 2X1X& 
i.3 = fix, +x:x3 - 4x;, 
x4 = -Ji3, 
x5 = -x5 + (x, - x5)2, 
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&=--x,5 +x7 +(x1 -x4)', 
i7 = -&j -x7 +(x2 -x6)2. (47) 
The Jacobian matrix evaluated at the origin involves two pairs of pure imaginary eigenvalues: f i 
and f &i. (Thus, two frequencies are w1 = 1 and w2 - a.) This is an internal nonresonant case. 
The normal form up to Sth-order given in polar coordinates is as follows: 
& = ir: + j$$-: - $+$, 
e, = 1 + ir; - sr; - &r; - &-:r,2, 
12 123 (48) 
r2 = ;rlr2 - Gr1r2, 
ti2 = di - h&f. 
The nonlinear transformation between the coordinates xi and yi can also be found from the postscript 
file Nontr2.p/iVontr2.dui. The relation between (y1,y2,y3,y4) and (rl, 01,r2,02) is given by 
y1 = rl sin(&), y2 = rl cos(&), y3 =r2 sin(02), y4 = r2 cos(02). (49) 
It should be noted from the normal form (48) that the equations describing the amplitudes r1 and 
r2 are decoupled from the phases 0, and 02, as expected from the characteristics of nonresonance. 
Example 5. The equations of this example are given by 
i, =x2 +x; - 2X,X: -X;X5 +5X2X& 
i2=-x, +x; - b;X4 +X1X5X6, 
i3 =x4 +x:x3 + 3x:x4, 
x4=-x3 +4x; -x:x4, 
i5 = -x5 +(x, -x5)2, 
&=-X6+X7+(X, -X4)2, 
i7 = -X6 -X7 +(X2 -X6)2, 
where the last three equations are identical to that of Example 4. Now, the two frequencies are 
equal, ml = 02 = 1. This is called internal resonance. Computer output gives the following normal 
form (up to Sth-order): 
il = frf - iqr-22 - f$-Fri - &r,r; - (iri - $$rf + f&r+; + ir,“)r2 sin(& - e,) 
+($f + &r~)r,r~sin2(8, - e,) - (t - $r: + $r~)r,r~cos2(0, - 0,) 
- (%rf + grf - f&+-f + j$ri)r2 c0s(e1 - 6,) + &rfri c0s 3(e, - e,), 
~~4, =rl + $$rf + Grfri + &rlr; + (fri - $$r+-~ + $r,“)q sin2(8, - e,) 
+ (&rf + &r,‘)r,r,’ c0s2(e1 - e,) - (5ri - grf - grfri + $r;)r2 cos(eIe2) 
+ ($f - +$$-f - Erfr-22 + &$ri)r2 sin(& - e,) - &rfri sin 3(e1 - e,), 
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r2t12 = r2 + irfr2 - ir: - $r;lr2 - %i-tr: - !j$ri + ($ - $&r-F + &r,‘)+ sin 2(0, - 0,) 
- (i - f&r: - $ri)rfr2 c0s2(e, - 6,) + (&r,’ - zrf)r,r,’ sin(8, - 0,) 
- ($rf - $!jr,‘)rlri cOs(eI - 6,) - &rfri sin 3(8, - e,) - $rfri cos 3(e, - e,). (51) 
The corresponding nonlinear transformation is given in the same file Nontr2.ps/Nontr2.dvi. The 
transformation between the Cartesian system (yl, y2, y3,y4) and the polar system (r,, t!$,r2, e,) is 
given by still Eq. (49). However, the difference between the resonant and nonresonant cases can be 
observed from Eqs. (48) and (5 1) that the amplitudes rl and r2 for the resonant case are coupled 
with the phases 8, and Q2. 
Example 6. The final example illustrates a more complicated system, described by the nine- 
dimensional system: 
x, =x2, 
ii2 = -x1 +x; +x1x5, 
x3 = 2x4, 
jcq = -2x3 + (x1 - x5)2 + x:x,, 
,, = 3x6, 
&=-3x5+(x, -xs)‘-x;xg, 
,, = -x7 + (x, -x5)2, 
ig=-xg+xg+x;, 
x9=-x* -x9+x;. 
(52) 
It is easy to see that the Jacobian of system (52) includes three pairs of pure imaginary eigenvalues 
at the origin, and the frequencies are 1,2 and 3, which is a 1 : 2 : 3 internal resonance. The following 
listed is the normal form up to Sth-order obtained from the computer output. 
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-( +gg$+-j + ~&i&8$r+~) sin(30, - 0,) 
- (&rfrj - $$&r;1rj - mrfrj) ~0438, -e,) 
+ &r:ri sin(4 8, - 2&) + &rfri cos(4 8, - 2e2), 
i2 = -(ar: + $$rf + $$$r$-i) cos(28, - 0,) - $rf sin(20, - 0,) 
- (irlr3 + $-$$rfq + &r,3rl)c0s(e, + e2 - e,) + $r:r3 sin(8, + e2 - e,), 
r2 4, = 2r2 - (ir: + $jjrf + $$$r~r,“) sin(28, - e,) + $r;lc0s(2e, - e,) 
+ (irIr3 + $$$rfr3 + $&r,'rl) sin(8, + e2 - e,) + grFr3 00s(e, + e2 - e,), 
i3=--&ri- *rfrj + &+frj - &rfri + it-f sin(38, - e,) 
+ $$jr: sin(30, - e,) + $rFri sin(38, - e,)i + $$j$$$rfrf sin(38, - e,) 
- &rFri c0g38, - e,) - $j$$jrfri c0g38, - e,) - $rF c0s(3e, - e,) 
+ &rfri sin(8, + e3 - 2e2) - &rg-irf sin(28, - 2e3 + 2e2) 
- &jrfri 00s(e, + e3 - 2e2) - &r3r$~ c0g28, - 2e3 + 2e2), 
r3e3 = 3r3 - &r: - $rfr3 + mr-35 - $$$$$rfq + &r+& + $$!&&r~r~ 
-(sr:+ $f$$rfri + &r~r,‘) sin(38, - e,) 
-($jrf+ $$$i-: + &jrfri + ~~:~~:~~~:,r:r32)cos(3e, - e,) 
+ (&rfri - &rfr$j) sin(20, - 2e3 + 2e2) 
+ (&rfr,2 + &rfrtrj) c0s(2e, - 2e3 + 2e2). (53) 
The nonlinear transformation is again given in the postscript file NontR.ps/NontR.dvi. It can be seen 
that the above normal form is much more complicated than the preceding five examples because 
more variables are involved in the internal resonances and therefore, more interactions between 
amplitudes and phases exist. The complexity of the normal form indicates that the original system 
may exhibit more complicated dynamic behavior. 
5. Conclusions 
Methodology and computer programs have been developed for computing explicit normal forms 
for several semi-simple cases. For a given arbitrary n-dimensional system, it does not require the 
application of center manifold theorem, because it combines the center manifold theory with the 
normal form theory into one step to simultaneously obtain the normal forms and nonlinear transfor- 
mations. The calculations and formulas are given in a explicit iterative procedure, and thus are very 
easy to be implemented on a symbolic computation system. Symbolic computer programs written in 
Maple have been developed for automating the computations. It has been shown by several examples 
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that the method is computationally efficient and fast, particularly suitable for the computations of 
high-dimensional systems and higher-order normal forms. 
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Appendix A: The Maple source code 
In this appendix, the source code written in Maple is listed, which can be used for computing the 
normal form and nonlinear transformation of a given system associated with semi-simple cases: the 
Jacobian of the system includes the combination of zero and pairs of pure imaginary eigenvalues. 
Note: the Maple source code (named program4) and the input file (named inputl) are available 
from the web site http:J/pyul.apmaths.uwo.ca/ pyufpubjsoftware. 
# 
# 
# 
# 
# 
# 
# 
# 
### 
# 
# 
# 
# 
# 
# 
# 
# 
# 
# 
# 
# 
# 
This symbolic Maple program was developed to find the 
Normal Forms of ordinary differential equations 
associated with semi-simple cases: the Jacobian of the 
system includes the combination of zero and pairs of pure 
imaginary eigenvalues. The theory and methodology are 
described in paper "Symbolic computation for normal forms 
of differential equations" by 9. Bi and P. Vu, published in 
the Journal of Computational and Applied Mathematics. 
DEFINITION OF VARIABLES ### 
Eign = the eigenvalues of the Jacobian 
X = the variables of the original system in real form 
V = the variables of the system in complex form 
U = the variables of the normal form 
d = the Frechet derivative 
C = the coefficients of normal forms 
F = normal forms 
H = the coefficients of nonlinear transformations 
T = nonlinear transformations 
G = the jth order vector field 
B = the coefficients of G 
NF = output of normal form 
NT = output of nonlinear transformation 
withclinalg): 
read input: # READ A PREPARED INPUT FILE 
### TRANSFORM THE REAL JORDAN FORM TO COMPLEX JORDAN FORM #t## 
if ml <> 0 then 
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fi: 
if 
fi: 
if 
fi: 
if 
fi: 
for 
for i from 1 to ml do 
xCi1 := v[i]: 
fCi1 := fCi1: 
Eign[i] := 0: 
od: 
m2 <> 0 then 
mm2 := ml + 2*m2 - 
for i from ml+1 by 
I: 
2 to mm2 do 
x[il := (vCi1 + v[i+1])/2: 
x[i+l] := (vCi1 - v[i+l])/2/1: 
temp := f[i] + f[i+l]*I: 
fCi+ll := fCi1 - f[i+l]*I: 
f [il := temp: 
Eign[i] := diff(f[i], v[i]): 
Eign[i+l] := diff(f[i+l], v[i+l]>: 
od: 
m3 <> 0 then 
for i from ml+2*m2+1 to m1+2*m2+m3 do 
xCi1 := v[i]: 
Eign[i] := diff(f[i], v[i]): 
od: 
m4 <> 0 then 
for i from m1+2*m2+m3+1 by 2 to n-l do 
xCi1 := (vCi1 + v[i+l]>/2: 
xCi+ll := (v[i] - vCi+ll)/2/1: 
temp :" fCi1 + f[i+l]*I: 
f[i+l] := f[il - f[i+l]*I: 
f[i] := temp: 
Eign[i] := diff(fCi1, v[i]): 
Eign[i+l] := diff(f[i+ll, v[i+l]): 
od: 
i from 1 to n do 
for k from 1 to n do 
Eign[i] := subs(v[k]=O, Eign[i]): 
od: 
#### INITIALIZATION ##### 
cm := m1+2*m2: 
for i from 1 to n do 
T[i] := 0: 
F[il := 0: 
d[il := 0: 
od: 
#### RECURSIVE PROCEDURE TO COMPUTE THE jth ORDER VECTOR FIELD #### 
for j from 2 to norder do 
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for k from 1 to n do 
GCkl := f[k]: 
for m from 1 to n do 
if m < cm+1 then 
G[kl := subs(v Cml=u[ml +T [ml, GM): 
else 
GCkl := subs(v[ml=T[ml, GCkl): 
fi: 
od: 
GCkl := G[k] - d[kl: 
for m from 1 to cm do 
GCkl := subs(u~ml=epsilon*u[m~ ,G[kl): 
i$] := subs(epsilon=O,diff(G[kl,epsilon$j)/j!): 
G[kl := expand?G[kl): 
if cm = 2 then 
for 1 from 0 to j 
B[k,l,j-11 := 
B[k,l,j-11 := 
B[k,l,j-11 := 
od: 
elif cm = 3 then 
for 1 from 0 to j 
do 
coeff(GCkl ,u[ll,l): 
coeff(B[k,l, j-ll,u[21 ,j-1): 
subs(uC11=O,u[2l=O,B[k,l,j-ll): 
do 
for m from 0 to j-l do 
J := j-l-m: 
BCk,l,m,Jl := coeff(G[kl ,uCll,l>: 
BCk,l,m,Jl := coeff(BCk,l,m,Jl,u[2l,m): 
B[k,l,m,Jl := coeff(B[k,l,m,Jl,u[31,J): 
B[k,l,m,Jl := subs(u[1l=O,u[2l=O,u[33=O,B~k,l,m,J~): 
od: 
od: 
elif cm = 4 then 
for 1 from 0 to j do 
for m from 0 to j-l do 
for p from 0 to j-l-m do 
J := j-l-m-p: 
B[k,l,m,p,Jl := coeff(G[kl ,u[ll,l): 
B[k,l,m,p,Jl := coeff(BCk,l,m,p,Jl ,u[2l,m): 
BCk,l,m,p,Jl := coeff(B[k,l,m,p,Jl,u[3l,p): 
B[k,l,m,p,Jl := coeff(B[k,l,m,p,Jl,u[41 ,J>: 
BCk,l,m,p,Jl := subs(u[l]=O,u~2~=O,u~3~=O,u~4~=0, 
BCk,l,m,p,Jl): 
od: 
od: 
od: 
elif cm = 5 then 
for 1 from 0 to j do 
for m from 0 to j-l do 
for p from 0 to j-l-m do 
for q from 0 to j-l-m do 
J := j-l-m-p-q: 
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BCk,l,m,p,q,Jl := coeff(G[kl,u[ll,l): 
BCk,l,m,p,q,Jl := coeff(BCk,l,m,p,q,Jl,u[2l,m): 
B[k,l,m,p,q,Jl := coeff(BCk,l,m,p,q,Jl,uC3l,p): 
B[k,l,m,p,q,Jl := coeff(BCk,l,m,p,q,Jl,u[4l,q): 
B[k,l,m,p,q,Jl := coeff(B[k,l,m,p,q,Jl,u[5l,J): 
B[k,l,m,p,q,Jl := subs(u[l]=O,u[21=O,u[3~=O,u[43=0, 
uC51=0, B[k,l,m,p,q,Jl): 
od: 
od: 
od: 
od: 
elif cm = 6 then 
for 1 from 0 to j do 
for m from 0 to j-l do 
for p from 0 to j-l-m do 
for q from 0 to j-l-m do 
for s from 0 to j-l-m do 
:= j-l-m-p-q-s: 
~Ck,l,m,p,q.s,Jl:= coeff(G[kl,u[ll,l): 
B[k,l,m,p,q,s,Jl:=coeff(B[k,l,m,p,q,s,J1 ,u[2l,m): 
B[k,l,m,p,q,s,Jl:=coeff(BLk,l,m,p,q,s,Jl ,u[31 ,p>: 
B[k,l,m,p,q,s,Jl:=coeff(B[k,l,m,p,q,s,J1 ,u[41,q): 
B[k,l,m,p,q,s,J~:=coeff(B[k,l,m,p,q,s,JI,u~51,~~: 
BCk,l,m,p,q,s,J~:=coeff(B~k,l,m,p,q,s,Jl,u~6l,J~: 
B[k,l,m,p,q,s,J1:=subs(u[ll=O,u[2~~O,u~3~=0, 
u[41=0,uC51=0,u[61=0,B[k,1,m,p,q,s,J1): 
od: 
od: 
od: 
od: 
od: 
fi: 
od: 
##### COMPUTE THE jth ORDER NORMAL FORM AND NONLINEAR TRANSFORMATION #### 
if cm = 2 then 
for 1 from 0 to j do 
for k from 1 to cm do 
lambda0 := l*Eign[l]+(j-l>*Eign[2]-Eign[k]: 
if lambda0 = 0 then 
CCk,l,j-11 := B[k,l,j-11: 
H[k,l,j-l] := 0: 
else 
H[k,l,j-11 := B[k,l,j-l]/lambdaO: 
C[k,l,j-l] := 0: 
fi: 
od: 
for k from cm+1 to n do 
lambda0 := l*Eign[l] + (j-l)*Eign[2] - Eign[k]: 
HCk,l,j-11 := B[k,l,j-ll/lambdaO: 
C[k,l,j-l] := 0: 
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od: 
elif cm 
for 
od: 
elif cm 
for 
od: 
od: 
= 3 then 
1 from 0 to j do 
for m from 0 to j-l do 
J := j-1-m: 
for k from 1 to cm do 
lambda0 := l*Eign[ll + m*Eign[21 + J*Eign[3] - Eign[k]: 
if lambda0 = 0 then 
C[k,l,m,Jl := B[k,l,m,J]: 
H[k,l,m,J] := 0: 
else 
H[k,l,m,Jl := B[k,l,m,J]/lambdaO: 
C[k,l,m,Jl := 0: 
fi: 
od: 
for k from cm+1 to n do 
lambda0 := l*Eign[l]+m*Eign[2]+J*Eign[31_Eign[k]: 
H[k,l,m,Jl := B[k,l,m,J]/lambdaO: 
C[k,l,m,Jl := 0: 
od: 
od: 
= 4 then 
1 from 0 to j do 
for m from 0 to j-l 
for p from 0 to 
do 
j-l-m do 
J := j-l-m-p: 
for k from 1 to cm do 
lambda0 := l*Eign[l] + m*Eign[2] + p*Eign[3] 
+ J*Eign[4] - Eign[k]: 
if lambda0 = 0 then 
CCk,l,m,p,Jl := B[k,l,m,p,J]: 
H[k,l,m,p,J] := 0: 
else 
HCk,l,m,p,Jl := B[k,l,m,p,J]/lambdaO: 
C[k,l,m,p,Jl := 0: 
fi: 
od: 
for k from cm+1 to n do 
lambda0 := l*Eign[l] + m*Eign[2] + p*Eign[31 
+ J*Eign[4] - Eign[kl: 
H[k,l,m,p, Jl := B[k,l,m,p,J]/lambdaO: 
C[k,l,m,p,J] := 0: 
od: 
od: 
od: 
elif cm = 5 then 
for 1 from 0 to j do 
for m from 0 to j-l do 
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for p from 0 to j-l-m do 
for q from 0 to j-l-m-p do 
J := j-l-m-p-q: 
for 
od: 
for 
k-from i to cm do 
lambda0 := l*Eign[l] 
+ q*Eign[4] 
if lambda0 = 0 then 
CCk,l,m,p,q,Jl := 
H[k,l,m,p,q,Jl := 
else 
HCk,l,m,p,q,Jl := 
C[k,l,m,p,q,Jl := 
fi: 
k from cm+1 to n do 
lambda0 := l*Eign[l] 
+ q*EignC43 
+ m*Eign[Z] + p*EignCSl 
+ J*EignC51- EignCkl: 
BCk,l,m,p,q,Jl: 
0: 
BCk,l,m,p,q,Jl/lambdaO: 
0: 
+ m*Eign[Z] + p*EignC31 
+ J*Eign[5]- EignCk]: 
HCk,l,m,p,q,Jl := BCk,l,m,p,q,Jl/lambdaO: 
C[k,l,m,p,q,Jl := 0: 
od: 
od: 
od: 
od: 
od: 
elif cm = 6 then 
for 1 from 0 to j do 
for m from 0 to j-l do 
for p from 0 to j-l-m do 
for q from 0 to j-l-m-p do 
for r from 0 to j-l-m-p-q do 
J := j-l-m-p-q-r: 
for k from 1 to cm do 
lambda0 := l*EignCll + m*Eign[Z] + p*Eign[3] 
+ q*EignC41 + r*Eign[5] +J*Eign[6]- Eign[k]: 
if lambda0 = 0 then 
CCk,l,m,p,q,r, Jl := B[k,l,m,p,q,r,Jl: 
HCk,l,m,p,q,r,Jl := 0: 
else 
HCk,l,m,p,q,r,Jl:= B[k,l,m,p,q,r,Jl/lambdaO: 
CCk,l,m,p,q,r,Jl:= 0: 
fi: 
od: 
if cm < n then 
for k from cm+1 to n do 
lambda0 := l*Eign[ll + m*Eign[2] + p*Eign[3] 
+ q*Eign[4] + r*Eign[5] +J*Eign[6]- Eign[k]: 
HCk,l,m,p,q,r,Jl := B[k,l,m,p,q,r,Jl/lambdaO: 
CCk,l,m,p,q,r,Jl := 0: 
od: 
fi: 
od: 
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0d: 
od: 
od: 
od: 
fi: 
for k from 1 to n do 
if cm = 2 then 
for 1 from 0 to j do 
;;k, 
:= u[l]*l*u[2]^(j-1): 
:= T[k] + H[k,l,j-l]*xs: 
F[k] := F[k] + C[k,l,j-l]*xs: 
od: 
elif cm = 3 then 
for 1 from 0 to j do 
for m from 0 to j-l do 
J := j-1-m: 
:= u[l]^l*u[2]^m*u[3]*J: 
;;k, := T[k] + H[k,l,m,J]*xs: 
F[k] := F[kl + C[k,l,m,Jl*xs: 
od: 
od: 
elif cm = 4 then 
for 1 from 0 to j do 
for m from 0 to j-l do 
for p from 0 to j-l-m do 
J := j-l-m-p: 
;;k, 
:= u[l]~l*u[2]~m*u~3]~p*u[4]~J: 
:= TCkl + H[k,l,m,p,J]*xs: 
FCkl := F[kl + C[k,l,m,p,J]*xs: 
od: 
od: 
od: 
elif cm = 5 then 
for 1 from 0 to j do 
for m from 0 to j-l do 
for p from 0 to j-l-m do 
for q from 0 to j-l-m-p do 
J := j-l-m-p-q: 
;;k, 
:= uCll~1*u[2l*m*u [31 -p*u [41 -q*u[51-J: 
:= T[k] + H[k,l,m,p,q,Jl*xs: 
F[k] := F[k] + C[k,l,m,p,q,Jl*xs: 
od: 
od: 
od: 
od: 
elif cm = 6 then 
for 1 from 0 to j do 
for m from 0 to j-l do 
for p from 0 to j-l-m do 
for q from 0 to j-l-m-p do 
for r from 0 to j-l-m-p-q do 
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J := j-l-m-p-q-r: 
xs:= u[ll~l*uC2l ^m*u 131 -p*u [41 -q*u C51 -r*u CSI -J: 
TCkl := TCkl + H[k,l,m,p,q,r,Jl*xs: 
FCkl := FCkl + C[k,l,m,p,q,r,Jl*xs: 
od: 
od: 
od: 
od: 
od: 
fi: 
od: 
#### TO COMPUTE THE FRECHET DERIVATIVES #### 
for i from 1 to n do 
d[i] := 0: 
if i < cm+1 then 
TT[il := u[i] + T[i]: 
else 
TT[i] := T[i]: 
fi: 
for 1 from 1 to cm do 
d[il:= dCi1 + diff(TT~il,uC11>*F[1l: 
od: 
od: 
od: 
##### TRANSFORM BACK TO SYSTEM IN REAL FORM #### 
for i from 1 to n do 
if i < cm+1 then 
F[il := Eign[il*u[i] + F[i]: 
T I31 := u[il + T[i]: 
else 
T[il :=T[i]: 
fi: 
TT[il := TCi.1: 
od: 
if ml <> 0 then 
for i from 1 to ml do 
uCi1 := y[il: 
od: 
fi: 
if m2 <> 0 then 
for i from ml+1 by 2 to mm2 do 
u[il := y[il + I*y[i+l]: 
u[i+l] := y[il - I*y[i+l]: 
od: 
for i from ml+1 by 2 to mm2 do 
templ := (F[il + F[i+1])/2: 
temp2 := (T[i] + T[i+1])/2: 
F[i+l] := (FCil - F[i+l])/2/1: 
T[i+ll := (TCil - T[i+1])/2/1: 
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FCil := templ: 
T [il := temp2: 
od: 
fi: 
if ml <> 0 then 
for i from I to ml do 
T Gil := T[i]: 
FCil := F[i]: 
od: 
fi: 
if m3 <> 0 then 
for i from ml+2*m2+1 + 2 to ml+2*m2+m3 do 
T [il := T[i]: 
od: 
fi: 
if m4 <> 0 then 
for i from ml+2*m2+m3+1 by 2 to n-l do 
temp := (T[i] + T[i+ll)/2: 
T[i+l] := (T[i] - T[i+ll)/2/1: 
T Gil := temp: 
od: 
fi: 
F := simplify(F): 
save F,'NF'; 
save T,'NT'; 
# OUTPUT OF NORMAL FORM 
# OUTPUT OF NONLINEAR TRANSFORMATION 
Appendix B: The input file 
A sample input file including all the examples considered in this paper is given below. The readers 
can prepare their own input file by modifying the values of several parameters and the vector field. 
The modification is straightforward. 
# 
# d x-1 / dt = f-1 
# d x-2 / dt = f-2 
# . . . 
# d x-n / dt = f-n 
# 
# The functions, f-i, must be put in the form such that the 
# Jacobian of the system is in block real Jordan canonical form: 
# 
# C I 
# [ J-0 i 3 
# ~~~,~_~~~~ 
# J= [ C J-1 I 
# [-_,__,--; 
# 
E 
I J-2 I 
# I I 1 
# 
# where J-0 represents the part of eigenvalues with zero real parts. 
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### 
# 
# 
# 
# 
# 
# 
# 
# 
### 
ml 
m2 
m3 
m4 
n 
J-1 includes the part of real eigenvalues, and J-2 has the 
part of complex conjugate eigenvalues, which must appear in pairs. 
For the following examples, 
r-1 11 
J-1 = r -1 1 J-2 = [ 
[ -1 -1 3 
DEFINITION OF VARIABLES ### 
ml = number of zero eigenvalues 
m2 = number of pairs of purely imaginary eigenvalues 
m3 = number of non-zero real eigenvalues 
m4 = number of pairs of complex conjugate eigenvalues 
n = the dimension of the system 
norder = the order of normal forms to be computed 
E"[i] 
= the dimension of center manifold 
= the ith component of the vector field of the system 
INPUT DATA FILE STARTS HERE ### 
:= 6. 
:= 3. 
:= 1. 
:= I: 
:= ml+2*m2+m3+2*m4: 
norder := 5: 
cc := m1+2*m2: 
#### A purely imaginary pair ### 
if cc=2 then 
f[ll := x[21 + xc11-2 - xc11*xc31: 
f [21 := - xc11 + x[21-2 + x[l]*xC41 + xC21-3: 
f 131 := - x[31 + x[11^2: 
f c41 := - xc41 + xc51 + x[11^2: 
f [51 := - xc41 - XL51 + xc21-2: 
#### A simple zero and a purely imaginary pair ### 
elif cc = 3 then 
f[i] := - (x[l] - ~121 - xC41)-2: 
f [21 := xc31 - (x[ll - xc23 + xc53 1-2: 
f 131 := - XL21 - (XC21 - x[31 + x[41 j-2: 
fC41 := - xc41 + (xc11 - x[51)-2: 
f[51 := - xc53 + x[61 + (xc11 - xc43 I-2: 
f[S] := - x[53 - xc61 + (x[23 + x[53 I-2: 
#### Two purely imaginary pairs (non-resonance> ### 
elif cc = 4 then 
f[ll := xc23 + x[l]-3 - x[l]-2*x[5] + x[l]-2*x[7]: 
fC21 :=- x[l] - 2*x[l]*x[3]-2 : 
fC31 := sqrt(2>*x[4] + x[1]^2*x[3] - 4*x[5]^3: 
fC41 := - sqrt(2)*x[3]: 
f c51 := - xc53 + (x[l]-x[5])-2: 
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#### 
elif 
#### 
elif 
fi: 
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f [S] := - x[6] + x[71 + (xc11 - xc41 l-2: 
f [71 := - x[S] - x[71 + (x[21 - xc61 1-L’: 
Two purely imaginary pairs (resonance> ### 
cc = 4 then 
f [ll := x[23 + xc11 -3 - 2*x[11 *x[31_2 - x[l]-2*x[5] + 5*x[21*x[61-2: 
fC21 :=- X[I] + x[3]-3 - 2*x[23-2*x[41 + xCl]*x[51*x[61: 
f [31 := x[4] + x[l] -2*x[3] + 3*x[l1-2*x141 : 
fC41 :=- x [3] + 4*xc31-3 - XL31 -2*x [41 : 
f[51 :=- x[53 + (x[l]-x[51)-2: 
f[S] := - x[S] + x[71 + (x[l] - xc41 l-2: 
f [7] := - x[S-J - xc71 + (x[21 - x[61 l-2: 
Three purely imaginary pairs (reSOnSnCe> ### 
cc = 6 then 
f [II := xc23 : 
f c21 := - x[l] + x[71-2 + x[l]*x[51: 
f [Sl := 2*x [43 : 
f[41 :=- 2*x[3] + (x[l] - x[51)-2 + x[l]-2*x[71: 
fC51 := S*x[S] : 
f [S] := - 3*x[5] + (x[l] - x[51)-2 - x[3]-2*x[91: 
f[71 :=- x[7] + (x[ll - xC51)-2: 
f[8] :=- xc83 + xc91 + x[11-2: 
fC91 := - x[8] - x[91 + x[21-2: 
Appendix C: A sample of computer output 
The computer output of the normal form (for Example 5 given in Section 4) of the case of two 
pairs of pure imaginary eigenvalues (resoanance), obtained from a SGI Octane RlOOOO workstation 
is listed below. Note that the normal form is given in Cartisian coordinate system yi. 
yldot : = 21/64*y [31 *yC4] -2*yC11-2-51/32*yC31’2*y~41-3-1/2*y [I] *y [21 *y [41 
-217/2OO*y [I] -3*y [21 *y [41+3/8*y [l] -3-71/32O*y [I] -3*y [31-2 
-37/256*y[31-5-399/8OO*y [I] -3*y [21 *y [31-1/4*y [I] *y [41-2 
+3/8*y [33 -3*y[l] -2-3/4*y [I] *y C31-2-3/4*y cl] ^2*y [31-45/64*y [I] *y [31-4 
-159/64O*y [II -4*y [31+941/1600*yC11-2*y [21^2*yC31 
-29/256*y[3] -2*y [I] -2*y [41+7/32*y cl] *y [31-3*y [41-9/32*y[21 *y [31-3*y [41 
-9/8*y [I] *y [31-2*y[41-2+171/16O*y cl] -3*y [31 *y[41 
-143/16OO*yCl] -2*y [31-2*y [21+49/128*y [I] *y [21 *y [31-3 
-399/8OO*y [I] *y [21^3*y [31-217/2OO*y [I] *y [21-3*y [41 
+311/2OO*y Cl] -2*y [31 *y C21 *y [41-33/64*y [31-2*y [41 *y cl] *y [21 
-851/8OO*y [l] *y [21-2*y [31 *y [41+49/128*y cl] *y [21 *y[31 *y [41-2 
+273/4OO*y [I] -2*y [2] -2*y [41+1563/16OO*y [21-3*y [31-2 
+2677/32OO*y [21-4*y [31+461/32OO*y [l] -2*y [21-3 
-1163/16OO*y [I] *y [21-2*y [3] -2+3273/16OO*y cl] -2*y [41-2*y [21 
+63/64*y [31 *y [4] -2*y [21-2-39/64*y [41-3*y [I] *y [21 
+7/32*y[l] *y C31 *y[41-3+3/16*y [21 *y 131’.2*y [41-2-9/32*y [21 *y [31 *y [41-3 
-27/64*y [I] *y[4] -4-29/256*y [41-3*y [I] -2+69/256*y [41-3*y [21-2 
-3/8*y[4] -3-51/64*y[41-5-51/64*y [31-4*y [41-3/8*y [31-2*y t-41 
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+461/64OO*y [2] -5-1/64*y [2] *y [33 -4+461/64OO*y [11-4*y [23 
+13/64*y [21 *y [43 -4+147/16OO*y [21-4*y [41-37/256*y [31 *y [41-4 
+1567/16OO*y [21-3*y [41-2-1227/16OO*y cl1 *y [21-2*y [41-2 
+109/2OO*y [21-3*y [31 *y [41+69/256*y [31-2*y [21-2*y [41 
-407/32O*y Cl1 -3*y [41^2+189/32O*y cl] -4*y [41+3/8*y cl1 *y 121-2 
-1/4*y [2] -2*y 133 +15/16*y [3] -3*y [21-2-1/2*y [21 *y 131 *y [41 +y [21 
-37/128*y[31-3*y[41-2; 
y2dot : =-69/256*y [3] *y [43 -2*y Cl] -2-37/128*y [31-2*y [41-3 
+399/8OO*y [I1 -3*y [21 *y [41-1567/16OO*y [I1 -3*y [31^2+51/64*y C31-5 
-217/2OO*y cl1 -3*y [21 *y [31-69/256*y [31-3*y [I1 -2+3/8*y 131-3 
-13/64*y 111 *y [31-4-147/16OO*y cl1 -4*y [31-273/4OO*y [11-2*y [21-2*y C31 
+63/64*y [31-2*y [I1 -2*y [41-9/32*y cl1 *y [31-3*y [41-7/32*y [21 *y [31-3*y [41 
-3/16*y Cl] *y [31-2*y [41^2+109/2OO*y [I1 -3*y [31 *y [41 
-1227/16OO*y[11-2*y [31-2*y [21-39/64*y [I1 *y[21 *y [31-3 
-217/2OO*y cl1 *y [21-3*y [31+399/8OO*y [I1 *y [21-3*y [41 
+851/8OO*y cl1 ^2*y [31 *y [21 *y [41-49/128*y [31-2*y [41 *y cl1 *y [21 
+311/2OO*y Cl1 *y [21-2*y [31 *y [41-33/64*y 111 *y C21 *y c31 *y [41-2 
+941/16OO*y [l] -2*y [2]-2*y 143 -407/32O*y [21’3*y [31-2-189/32O*y [21-4*y [31 
-3273/16OO*y [I1 *y [21^2*y [31-2-1163/16OO*y cl1 -2*y [Sl -2*y [21 
+29/256*y [31 *y [43 -2*y [23 -2-49/128*y [41-3*y cl1 *y [21 
-9/32*y [11 *y [31 *y [41-3-9/8*y[21 *y [31-2*y [41-2-7/32*y 121 *y [31 *y [41-3 
+1/64*y [I1 *y[41^4+15/16*y[4] -3*y El]-2+3/8*y [41-3*y [21-2 
-37/256*y [41-5-37/256*y [31-4*y [41-27/64*y [21 *y [31-4 
-45/64*y [21 *y [41-4-159/64O*y [21-4*y [41+51/64*y [31 *y [41-4 
-71/32O*y [21-3*y [41^2+143/16OO*y cl1 *y [21-2*y [41-2 
-171/16O*y [21-3*y[31 *y [41+21/64*y [31-2*y [21-2*y[41 
-1563/16OO*y [l] -3*y [41^2+2677/32OO*y [I1 -4*y [43 +29/256*y [31-3*y 121-2 
-y [l] +3/8*y [23 -3+51/32*y [33 -3*y [43 -2+3/8*y cl1 -2*y [21-1/4*y [I1 -2*y [41 
-1/4*y [23 *y [3] -2-461/64OO*y [I] *y [21^4+3/8*y [31 *y [41-2-3/4*y [21-2*y [41 
-3/4*y [21 *y [43 -2-461/32OO*y [11-3*y C21-2-1/2*y cl1 *y [31 *y [41 
-1/2*y[11*y[21*y[31-461/64OO*y[l1-5; 
y3dot : = 15/128*y [31 *y [41-2*y cl1 -2-827/128*y [31-2*y [41-3+1/4*y [11 *y [21 *y [41 
-39/64*y [l] -3*y [2] *y [41-21/64*y cl1 -3*y ES1 -2-1/8*y 131-5 
+27/64*y [l] -3*y [23 *y [3] +25/128*y [31-3*y [I1 -2-1/8*y [31-3 
+3/8*y [I1 -2*y [31+17/128*y [I1 *y [31-4-39/128*y [iI-4*y [31 
-143/64*y [31-2*y [I1 -2*y [41+21/64*y Cl1 *y [31-3*y [41+5/64*y [21 *y [31-3*y 141 
+3/16*y [I] *y [31-2*y [41-2-7/64*y cl1 -2*y [31-2*y [21 
+35/64*y [I] *y [23 *y [33 -3+27/64*y [l] *y [21-3*y [31-39/64*y [11 *y [21-3*y [41 
-3/8*y [II-2*y C31 *y C21 *y [41+3/16*y [31-2*y [41 *y cl1 *y [21 
-1/4*y [I] *y [21-2*y [31 *y [43 +113/64*y Cl1 *y [21 *y [31 *y [41-2 
-45/64*y [11-2*y [2] -2*y [4] +1/64*y [21-3*y [31-2+39/128*y [21-4*y [31 
+3/64*y cl1 *y [21-2*y[31-2+1/64*y cl1 -2*y [41-2*y [21 
+21/128*y [31 *y [41-2*y [21^2+1/32*y [41-3*y cl1 *y [21+21/64*y cl1 *y [33 *y [41-3 
+5/64*y [23 *y [31 *y [41-3+7/128*y cl1 *y [41-4-91/32*y [41-3*y [11-2 
-27/16*y [4]*3*y [2] -2-3/2*y [41-3-827/256*y [41-5-827/256*y [31-4*y [41 
-3/2*y [31-2*y [41-21/128*y [23 *y [31-4+21/128*y 121 *y [41-4-9/64*y [21-4*y 141 
-1/8*y [31 *y 143 -4-7/64*y [2] -3*y [41-2-45/64*y [l] *y [21-2*y [41-2 
+3/8*y [21-3*y [31 *y [43 -147/64*y [31-2*y [21-2*y [41-21/64*y [II -3*y [41-2 
-9/16*y[i] -4*y[43+1/8*y[21-2*y[31+11/128*y~31-3*y~21-2+yC41 
-1/4*y [31-3*y [41^2+9/8*y Cl] -2*y [41-1/8*y C31 *y C41-2+3/8*y C21-2*y 141 
-3/4*y Cl1 *y c21 *y [31 ; 
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y4dot : = 147/64*y 131 *y [41-2*y [I1 -2-1/4*y [31-2*y [41^3+3/4*y cl1 *y [21 *y [41 
-27/64*y [I] -3*y [21 *y [41+7/64*y Cl1 -3*yC31-2+827/256*y [31-5 
-39/64*y [l] -3*y [21 *y [31+27/16*y C3] -3*y [I1 -2+3/2*y [31-3 
-3/8*y[l] -2*y [31-21/128*y [11 *y [31^4+9/64*y [I1 -4*y [31 
+45/64*y [l] -2*y [21-2*y [31+21/128*y [31-2*y cl1 -2*y [41 
+5/64*y [l] *y [33 -3*y [41-21/64*y [21 *y [31-3*y [41+3/8*y [ll -3*y [31 *y [41 
-45/64*y [l] -2*y [31-2*y [21+1/32*y cl1 *y [21 *y [31-3-39/64*y cl1 *y [21-3*y [31 
-27/64*y cl1 *y [21-3*y [41 +l/4*y [I1 -2*y [31 *y 121 *y [41 
-113/64*y [31-2*y [41 *y [ll *y [21-3/8*yCl1 *y[21-2*y [31 *y [41 
+3/16*y [l] *y [23 *y [31 *y [41”2-21/64*y [21-3*y [31^2+9/16*y [21-4*y 131 
-1/64*y Cl1 *y[2] -2*yC31-2+3/64*y [I1 -2*y [41*2*y [21 
+143/64*y [33 *y [41-2*y [21-2-35/64*y [41-3*y [I1 *y [21+5/64*y [l1 *y [31 *y [41-3 
+3/16*y [2] *y [33 -2*y [41-2-21/64*y [21 *y [31 *y [41-3+21/128*y [I1 *y [41-4 
+11/128*y[4] -3*y[l1-2+25/128*y[41-3*y[21-2-1/8*y[41-3-1/8*y[41-5 
-1/8*y [33 -4*y[41-1/8*y [31-2*y C41+7/128*y [21 *yC31^4+17/128*y [21 *y [41-4 
-39/128*y [21-4*y [41+827/256*y [31 *y [41-4-21/64*y [21-3*y [41-2 
+7/64*y Cl1 *y [21-2*y [41-2+15/128*y [31-2*y [21-2*y [41 
-1/64*y[l1-3*y [41-2+39/128*y[11-4*y [41-9/8*y [21-2*y [31 
+91/32*y [33 -3*y[21-2-y [31+827/128*y [31-3*y [41-2+1/8*y cl1 -2*y [41 
+3/2*y [31 *y C43 -2+3/8*y[21-2*y [41+1/4*y cl1 *y [21 *y [31 ; 
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